A Symphony of Colors & Textures

Our world is made up of colors and textures. Everywhere we look colors influence mood, define shapes and reflect personalities. Combined with textures, colors add depth, richness and life to everything we see and touch. Now you can create your own symphony of colors and textures with COLOR•TEX™, a high-build multi-texture/color wall coating system by TEX•COTE®.

COLOR•TEX™ provides a pleasing three-dimensional textured background with an extensive color palette, offering interior designers unlimited design possibilities.
COLOR•TEX™ makes every project unique, offering designers the opportunity to create outstanding, one-of-a-kind works of art. COLOR•TEX™ is available in six patterns including

**TEX•TURE™**
Lace
Sandstone
Cypress
Venetian
TEX•TURA®

All six patterns can be applied with varied densities. For an added touch, our Metallic colors can be applied over any texture and pattern – bringing a new dimension to your design possibilities. Add those features to the quick installation, long-lasting performance and low maintenance that COLOR•TEX™ provides and TEX•COTE®’s COLOR•TEX™ offers the perfect orchestration between colors and textures that interior designers have been waiting for.

*All textures are available in a variety of colors*
The COLOR•TEX™ system is a proven long-term performer with little preparation and a surprisingly short application period. Color, texture, durability and affordability make COLOR•TEX™ the interior designer’s best choice for superior designs with unparalleled longevity and versatility for any space.

Features and Benefits

- Much thicker and stronger than ordinary paint
- Interior and exterior applications
- Helps camouflage wall imperfections (does not require a “Level 5” wall)
- Environmentally safe, water-based formulation (low VOC's)
- Fungus and mildew resistant
- Low maintenance, durable finish that cleans with water and mild detergents
- Excellent scrub, impact and abrasion resistance
- Class A fire rating

**Metals are available to cover any texture or pattern.
Walls Come Alive with Color and Texture

From hotel lobbies and healthcare facilities to art galleries and museums, COLOR•TEX™ helps the designer compose a careful blend of architectural accents with intended ambiance. And because COLOR•TEX™ is completely interactive with fabric, tile, wood and marble, its aesthetic results can be astonishing! Combining traditional with contemporary – COLOR•TEX™ allows design options never before imagined.

COLOR•TEX™ gives designers the opportunity to create specific settings that appeal to specific audiences – such as retail stores and showrooms – yet deliver the intended look with mass appeal.

From trendy to timeless, from daring to subtle, COLOR•TEX™ is ideal for both interior and exterior applications that require “thinking outside the box.”